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(6 pts for each correct answer) = Comprehension_____  

(1 pt. for each correct answer  = Vocab_____ Code #       Name (quiz taker) 
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  total points  
Directions: 

 Circle the letter of the best answer. 

 

 

 Comprehension = 6 points for each correct answer 
 1. Prior to finding his new treasure, Kino's one material possession was _____because _____. 

 A his wife…..they loved and valued each other 

 B his son…..he had nothing else of value 

 C his house…..it sheltered his family 

 D his canoe…..it provided food and had heritage 

   

 2. Kino and Juana went to the beach ____and they_____ 

 A for a swim and to relax and think about Coyotito's scorpion bite…..discovered something 

 B to teach Coyotito about the sea…..learned more about themselves 

 C To dig for treasure…..got frustrated when they found a huge pearl 

 D to dive for pearls…..found one 

   

 3. X = True   O = False   CT = Can't Tell  *one point per correct answer 
  _____A diving rock is used to attract fish. 
  _____Kino could remain under water for more than 2 minutes. 
  _____Other fisherman seemed interested in Kino's find. 
  _____Juana sucked out the poison from Coyotito's shoulder in time because he was getting better. 
  _____Keno's great treasure will bring him happiness. 
  _____Coyotito will die. 

   

 4. The ______seems to symbolize______ 

 A "song of the pearl" …..hope for the future 

 B "song of the sea"…..the struggle of life we all face 

 C "murmur of the small voice in Kin's mind…..fear 

 D "voices from the past"…..remorse for past mistakes 

   

 5. When Juana says "It is not good to want something too much," she probably means. 

 A greed can possibly make us do strange and bad things 

 B that it will make us sad when we don't get it 

 C we shouldn't hope for things we can't have 

 D none or all of the above 

   

 6. Coyotito seems to be____ because____ 

 A sick…..his arm is swollen and he needs a doctor 

 B getting better…..the swelling is going down 

 C loosing Kino's attention…..he now has a great treasure 

 D all of the above 

   

 7. At the close of this chapter Kino and Juana seem _____ because____. 

 A optimistic…..they are worried about their sick son's health 

 B to have unsubstantial hopes…..they found a great pearl 

 C unchanged from chapter 1…..their future still looks obscure 

 D hopeful for Coyotito and their future…..they now have something of value. 

During the preview help yourself to ONE of several coupons in the hall (please take only one each) 

   

 8. Kino will probably ____because_____ 

 A do nothing with his great new treasure…..having friends in his village make him happy without  it 

 B give his newfound wealth to charity…..he is religious 



 C travel to the big city…..he always wanted to see it 

 D try to sell his treasure…..he could use the money 

   

 9. Juana seems ____about_____ 

 A a bit skeptical…..their future now that they will have wealth 

 B elated…..the prospect of going to the big city 

 C convinced…..Coyotito's health and the new treasure 

 D apathetic…..her situation because she can't do anything about it 

   

 10. This new treasure ___ 

 A will solve all the family's problems 

 B has  created many new problems 

 C will not change things much because this is a small town, and money doesn't  interest inhabitants; friendship is what 

counts most 

 D could be good or bad for Kino, we can't tell 

   

 11. The other diver's in the area were ____ and could not wait to___ 

 A interested in what Kino found…..see it 

 B jealous of what Kino found…..steal it 

 C happy for Kino…..congratulate him on his good luck 

 D eager to view the great treasure…..gloat over it 

   

 12. At the close of this chapter, Kino's troubles ____ and  ___ 

 A seems closer to being settled…..the future seems more optimistic yet still uncertain for his family 

 B are over…..the family's new wealth will be a source of joy for them all 

 C are just beginning…..the story will take him on a disastrous journey. 

 D have taken a surprising turn …..he really needs his wife's support to overcome the adversity that has befallen him 

   

 

 Vocabulary = 1 point for each correct answer.  
 1._____  Current A Weak, flimsy 

 2._____  Mirage B Propriety, honesty 

 3._____  Magnify C On purpose 

 4._____  Bulwark D Abandon. Sink 

 5._____  Poultice E Indefinable 

 6._____  Unsubstantial F Pulsate 

 7._____  Undulate G Celebrate victory in a smug manner 

 8._____  Obscure H With great skill 

 9._____  Deliberate I Illusion 

 10._____  Scuttle J Barrier, defense 

 11._____  Decency K Make large 

 12._____  Reluctant L Successful 

 13._____  Deftly M Unwilling 

 14._____  Triumphant N Dressing, treatment 

 15._____  Gloat O Fruitful 

 16._____  Estuary P River opening 

 17._____  Remedy Q Cure 

   R Time of year 

   S Happening now  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Puzzle  
 

1 point per correct answer   
 

"The Pearl chapter 2” 

 

 

             Hidden Message (3 points extra) 

                                                                    

             _______________________________________________________________________________ 
Find the words in the grid. Words can go horizontally, vertically, and diagonally, in all directions. When you are 
done the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. For an extra 3 points, pick them from left to 
right, top line to bottom line and put the message on the line above 

D C P E A R L O N

O T O O E W T A S

N T N Y B A S O C

M I A C O E T H O

K R I L A T N G R
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M J U A N A O T I

O Y S T E R U E O

C H R E M E D Y N

Bernarducci

Kino's floating heritage

Indian boat

the little one

be smug

the skeptical character

the pearl finder

pearl's watery shelled home

expensive coated grain of sand

Juana's religious plea

cure

coyotito's enemy from chapter 1  
 


